JOY

The Secret Sauce of
Catholic Schools
Mr. Mark Gillis, Head of School at Holy Family Academy, gave this address during the
Formation Day for Catholic schools in NH, an annual conference where hundreds of
faculty and staff gather refresh and refocus on the mission of Catholic education.
Most restaurants have a
secret sauce that makes their
food unique. The recipe,
guarded as a precious family
treasure, is passed down for
generations. Schools are like
restaurants. There are nearly
100,000 schools in the United
States, and each one wants to
stand out from the crowd by

But the reverse is also true:
joy is a sign of grace. One
who is cheerful from the
bottom of his heart, one
who has suffered but not
lost joy, cannot be far from
the God of the Evangelium/
Gospel, whose first word on
the threshold of the New
Testament is “Rejoice!”

If we can think of joy as the
unique flavor found in
Catholic Schools, then the
recipe is the “Five Essential
Marks of Catholic Schools”
explained in the document
entitled The Holy See’s
Teaching on Catholic
Schools. The five essential
ingredients are as follows:

offering something special. I
would argue that for a
Catholic school, Christian joy is
the secret sauce that flavors
every aspect the school’s life.

What is so special about joy
in Catholic schools? Pope
Benedict argues that joy is a

Mark Gillis giving his address to the faculty
and staff of the Catholic schools in NH.

1. Inspired by a supernatural
vision
2. Founded on a Christian
anthropology
3. Animated by communion and
community
4. Imbued with a Catholic
worldview throughout its
curriculum
5. Sustained by Gospel witness

sign of Christ’s presence:
The more a school is

Christianity is, by its very
nature, joy—the ability to
be joyful. Where joylessness
reigns, where humor dies,
the spirit of Jesus Christ is
assuredly absent.

Clearly, Christian joy is
more than a good mood or
youthful high spirits. As Pope
Benedict explains, joy is the

distinguished by these five
marks, the more its students,
faculty, staff, families, and
benefactors taste Christian joy.

fruit and sign of a person’s
intimacy with God.
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You may be interested to

The recipe for Catholic
schools, so to speak, has been

know that the tuition at Holy

handed down to us in these five

Family Academy ($6,950 for

essential marks of Catholic

junior high; $7,950 for high

schools. The first task of a

school) is far below the per pupil

Catholic school is to cultivate

average cost to educate in NH

these five marks in order to be a

public schools which, according

Catholic school according to the

to the NH Department of

mind of the Church. Then, the

Education*, is $14,374.93.

secret sauce of joy will permeate
the school walls and all members
of the community will know the
meaning of the Psalmist’s words,

HFA Alumni who returned to work in
Catholic education in NH are pictured with
beloved HFA teachers and with
Dr. Thomas Burnford, the president and
CEO of the National Catholic Educational
Association.

believe that every young person
is hungry for a good education,
hungry for joy, and hungry for
Christ. Please help us to help
them.

“taste and see the goodness of
the Lord.”

In the Joy of Christ,
Please prayerfully consider
supporting Holy Family Academy

Mark Gillis

financially. We have enclosed

Head of School

envelopes for your convenience.
Every penny you donate will be
used towards an excellent
Catholic education.

*http://education.nh.gov/data/financial.htm
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